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Roy, Mora County, New Mexico,

SCHOOLS ARE CLOSED
The primary room of the Roy
public schools closed Friday,
the 21st, and the intermediate
room has been consolidated with
the advanced room and will continue another month, with Prof.
Johnson in charge of the combined rooms.
The afternoon of Friday was
spent in ciphering and spelling;
also a short program was rendered by the primary room.
Quite a number of patrons were
present and expressed their appreciation of the work that had
been done by the teachers.
Mrs. Romine, the primary
teacher, has moved to her claim
northeast of town, and will try
dry land farming till next fall,
when she again will take up her
duties in the school room.
Miss Jardee, the intermediate
teacher, will visit friends in and
near Roy for a few days, until
her sister, Miss Jennie, gets
through with her school work,
and then she will return to her
claim near Wagon Mound, and

Las Vegas,

April 24. Luis
Martinez shot and instantly
killed Juan Solano, at Gascon,
Mora county, late Saturday
night, according to information
received here today. There were
no eye witnesses to .the tragedy.
According to Martinez, he took
Solano for a burglar and shot
him. Martinez says Solano was
prowling around his home and
had peeped into a window. Be
lieving the prowler meant harm,
Martinez grabbed a shotgun, and
going outside, shot the would-bintruder. The slayer surrendered and was taken to Mora
where he will have a preliminary
hearing.
Both Nmen are well
known in the Gascon neighborhood; being ranchmen.
e

New Land Law

also try dry land fanning
when she too will re enter the the .homestead or desert-lanschool room and continue her laws, but who subsequently to
such entry, from any cause shall
school work.
Both teachers have given very have lost, forfeited, or abandoned
during the the same, shall be entitled to the
good satisfaction
present school year, and their benefits 'of the homestead or des
laws as though such for
many friends at this place Wish
entry
had not been made,
mer
them success wherever they may
their school and any person applying for a
choose to
desert-lanwork, whether at this place or in second homestead or
d

ert-lan-

re-ent-

d

other fields.
Prof. Johnson will continue his
room for another month, when
he too will move to his claim east
of town and become a farmer
also.

Saturday, April

29, 1911.

Shooting at Gascon School Examination

Be it enacted by the Senate and
House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled: That any per
son who, prior to the approval of
till fall, this act, has made entry under

i

MI

entry under this act shall furnish
a description and the date of his
former entry; Provided, that the
provisions of this act shall not apply to any person whose former
entry was canceled for fraud, or
who relinquished his former entry tor a value consideration iii
excess of the filing fees p.id by
him on his original entry.
Approved, February 2, 1911.

The reason for the change in
the schools was caused by the
large number of patrons moving
to their claims, and this caused a
low attendance in the schools,
and the board decided that the
If you wish to send a letter in
low attendance in the various
hurry, be sure to write "in
a
rooms would not warrant the con
haste" on the envelope. The
tinuance of all the schools.
postmaster and clerks will then
fall over each other in their haste
to get it in the first mail, then the
postal clerk will yell to the engi
ñeer: "Pull her wide open; here's
a letter in a rush!" And the
Embroidery
The Roy Ladies'
Club met at the home of Mrs. train will just fly. It is expensF. S. Brown on Thursday. After ive for the railroads, as accidents
the regular routine of business, are liable to happen, and the offi
the hostess served a dainty lunch cials will not thank us for giving
but this is the
The club is the
to the members.
composed of all the elite of Roy way to get letters through real
and the meetings are looked quick. Des Moines Swastika.
forward to by its members as a
Take The Spanish American.
happy day.
.

, Embroidery Club

snap-away-

,

No.

14

THE BASEBALL GAME

The county eighth grade examIn an exciting game of base
ination for Mora county is being
ball our home team defeated the
held at the public school buildCanyon Tarantulas, Suning today by County Supt. Bias Burro
day, by the generous score of 13
Sanchez of Wagon Mound.
to 12. Both clubs did a fair
About fifteen bright boys and
amount
of bumping, but the bulk
girls from Roy, Mills and Solano
of the run getting came from
are taking the examination and
Supt. Sanchez says the work be mistakes in judgment and butter
fingers of the opposition.
ing done by the pupils is very
Joe Walkowiak and Robert
satisfactory, and the probabilities
Holmes did the pitching for the
are thht all will pass.
team. They showed plenty
home
Those from the Roy schools
of speed and erratic shoots,
taking the examination are: Don
would-b- e
Bradley, Mary Russel, Zoe Ca- which confused the
sluggers, whose bats refused to'
ble, Jennie Jardee, Lloyd Church,
Ralph James, Jay Bradley, Helen respond with home runs or three
Alldredge, Karl Bautn, Kdgar baggers.
For the Tarantulas, Baker
Floersheim, Ernest Anderson
pitched the whole game.
Shannon
and Joe Goodman.
He was not hit so hard, but no
pitcher can play the whole game,
S. S.
and the thirteen scores are
greatly true to loose work of the
School
Convention supporters.
The Bible
There were a few good hits, a
will meet tomorrow, at the Mills
school house, three mile east of few good plays, but most of the
Mills, to hold an all day meeting. display was devoted to errors on
'.
The Roy, Salona, Pleasant View both sides.
and Mills Sunday schools will all
be well represented.
There will be plenty of well
filled baskets with all kinds of
good eatables and eyeryond most
Our readers will remember the
cordially to attend.
announcement in a recent issue
of
is
This the second meeting
of the Spanish American of the
the Convention this year, as honor conferred upon our primathey only meet every fifth Sun- ry teacher D. Ella Romine in beday The first meeting of this ing assigned by state Superintenyear was held in Koy last Jan dent J E. Clark to prepare a
uary and a very pleasant day was course.of tudy in primary methspent.
ods for the Territorial and County Normal schools.
The work has been promptly
done and sent to Supt. Clark who
announces that it is highly satisJudge Roberts is on the bench, factory to him and accepted withand every one interested in the out revision. We feel like rejoiccourt doings realizes it by the ing with Mrs. Romine in this recway cases are being disposed of. ognition of the talent she has so
Messrs. Hewlett and Branch have earnestly and modestly expended
returned from Mora, both satis on the children of Roy.
fie'd at the outcome of the cases
they were interested in. Our
next issue will have a full report
of court doings.
,

Convention

Highly Satisfactory

Court Tidings

Odd Fellows Meet

P. P. Branch arrived in Roy
Thursday from Rock Riyer,
Wyoming, where he and other
Koy citizens are employed with
a large sheep company, at wages
that look fabulous to residents of
the territory. He was called to
Mora on court business and was
dismissed in time to come and
visit his family a few days before
'
returning.
-

The local lodge of the Odd
Fellows celebrated the 92d anniThey
versary of the order.
served light refreshments and
lunch. Speeches and toasts were
given dy the local meubers to
com memórate the occasion. They

received four members in the
first degree, Messrs. Abernathy,
Wane, Kern and W. Baum. All
report a pleasant evening.

Gus Snyder was in town this
H. Goodman purchased two tine
Jersey cows from F. S, Brown week, after a month'i work on
this week.

his ranch.

1

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

N

CONDENSATION

J.

H. Roy, Editor and Proprietor.

ROY.

NEW MEXICO

E.

and 1,000 rebels under Balasario Garcia, and resulted in the repulse of the
former. Seven persons in Douglas,
Ariz., were wounded from flying bullets, regardless of the warning from When millions of people use for
years a medicine it proves its merit.
the officials at Washington.

Millions Say So

OF FRESH NEWS

People who know CASCARETS
value buy over a million boxes a
Governor Hadley of Missouri vetoed month. It's the biggest seller be
the bill which sought to prevent re- cause it is the best bowel and liver
duction in passenger rates in that medicine ever made. No matter
what you're using, lust try CAS- state.
The New York Senate passed the uiKJu i s once you u oee.
ta
GENERAL.

ELIMINATING SPACE.
devices for the elimination of
there Is no end. There can be
until the people stop progressOccasionally a project is proof more than usual daring. The
particular prize for which the commercial world is now striving is the
trade of South America, says the
Cleveland Plain Dealer. North America and Europe each want the bulk
of it The natural advantage which
this continent possesses has so far
been more than balanced by European aggressiveness.
And now Europe proposes to cut in two the time
distance that separates her from the
object of her commercial longing. It
Is figured that five days are long
enough to transport European goods
To
American consumers.
. to South
establish such a schedule involves engineering and financial difficulties
which may, of course, finally prove
.its impossibility. By reliable parties
railway Is
the
proposed, first, to cross Spain to
Gibraltar, where ferry boats will
transport trains to the African coast;
thence run to Bathhurst, the nearest
point to South America. From Bathhurst to Pernambuco, Brazil, is but a
three-darun for fast steamers. The
cost of carrying out this project,
daring as it seems, would be but a
mere fraction of what the United
States alone Is paying for the Panama canal. And a half dozen European nations would be benefited by
it It seems by no means Impossible.
Of
space
none,
ing.
posed

.

THE

LATEST IMPORTANT
PUT INTO SHORT,
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.

Wagner resolution ratifying the proCASCARETS Mo, a box for a week's
posed income tax amendment to the
treatment, U dronrlsts. Biggest seller
Ib the world. Million box
monto.
federal constitution.
.......
presRobert T. Lincoln of Chicago,
PARKER'S
ident of the Pullman company, is
HAIR BALSAM
w7 ClMUM
OF
PROGRESS
THE
SHOWING
u4 tMutlfleS Ik lutt.
$120,000,-00to
about
retire as head of the
Promotoi a huwiant growth.
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
.
corporation.
J vr MTr Talla to Beotore Qnj
Color.
..
.Hair t Its Toothful
Í
hair hillaa.
Cm. Mtlp 41mu
The Miohigan Senate killed the
FOREIGN LANDS.
bills for a popular vote on a constiTO WRITE OVER 100 WORDS A MINUTE,
tutional amendment providing for the LEARN
using longhand letters, with toe wonaenui new syBiem,
WESTERN
initiative and referendum.
substitute lof SHORT- IUiHMD, by a former
$60,-- Cblet Clerk at tbe Poet Office Department; tor 16
spending
The
United
is
States
Col. Charles M. O'Connor and the
years an expert court, commercial and government
Practical simple, accurate, quickly
Sixth cavalry, stationed at Fort Des 000,000 in fortifying the Hawaiian stenographer.
Sample lemon 25 cents.
learned.
making
Islands,
Insular
whole
the
WMMlfttl, B.
PREMIER BnlcrHAIIO ICH0QL,
Moles, have left Des Moines for Arizopossession the Gibraltar of the Pa
na. .
cific.
'
Good Definition
A fall of rock in a slope on the
sixty-eigA New York Judge, It will be re
W.
Muse,
Gen.
years
S.
level of the Homestake mine at
,
,
Lead, S. D., killed Gust T . Beckrath old, U. S. M. C, retired, died at Cam-- membered-- recently declared uncon
bridge,
Md.
He
entered
marine
the
the new law that an auto- stitutional
and seriously injured Ben Battson.
corps in the Civil War as second lieu- moblllst, having run over a pedesYelTwo troops of cavalry at Fort
tenant.
trian, must stop and leave his name.
lowstone, Yellowstone park, have reThe Judge said that the putomobillst
negro,
cen
was
a
Will
Potter,
the
go
ceived orders to be in readiness to
had a perfect right to run away and
figure
tragedy
a
Livermore,
in
in
to San Antonio at a moment's notice. tral
leave the mangled victim to bleed to
Ky.,
fifty
when
dragged
citizens
him
Joseph Hanimil, aged 30, recently
upon the opera house stage and after death alone for the reason that, In
escaped from Colorado penitentiary,
hanging him, riddled the body with criminal cases, no man is obliged to
where he was serving time for murbear witness against himself. James
bullets.
der, was arrested at Assumption, 111.
Halden Wilkes, president of the DeClyde
Ensley,
pitcher
Wichi
for
the
By the will of Ernest V. Cowell,
ta club of the Western Baseball fense Society of Atlanta, discussed
which was filed in the Probate Court
League, died of spinal meningitis. He this legal decision at tbe society's
in San Francisoc, the University ot
was 21 years old. He was with To- - last meeting. "And that," he cried
California is given three bequests of
peka and Wichita a part of last hotly, "Is called Justice. Well, In
a total value of $750,000.
deed, was a search after justice once
season.
defined as a blind man looking into a
The business section of Bothell, a
Marshall Edward Kirkpatrick,
So dark room for a black
hat that isn't
town of 1,200 people, situated at the
cialist, was elected mayor of Granite there."
head of Lake Washington, twelve City, 111.,a city of 15,000 people and
miles north of Seattle, was swept by
the next largest town to Milwaukee
Home Training.
$75,000.
fire with a loss of
to put a Socialist into the chief execu
Mother Robert, come here to me
Engineer Harold Porter was killed tlve chair.
Instantly!
and three other persons injured", one
Thousands of Kansas Cltyans soon
An unusually peculiar damage suit fatally, in a headon collision between
Robert Aw, shut up!
Mother Robert, how dare you talk
has Just been decided in New Tork trains Nos. 1 and 2 on the Mfouri, will be carrying cooking recipes with
by which the widow of a fire chief Kansas & Texas railway at Chero them as they ,go about the city. The to me like that! Say: "Mamma, be
way to boil, fry and bake properly will quiet."
has been awarded $25,000 for the loss kee Junction, Kans.
be told upon the backs of all transfers
establishwater
the
furniture
a
solved
of his life in
The Santa Fe has
Issued by the street railway company,
Evidently Deeply in Love.
ment fire. The chief fell through an problem on its Southern Kansas divi
Mlkovitch, a Belgrrade po
Chedomlr
cigarettes
of
Number
in
consumed
enorsix
of
.open well hole In the building into a sion by the construction
liceman,
comltted
suicide after his
the
in
States
9,500,000,United
1910,
They really are
cellar half filled with water and was mous reservoirs.
him she
uuu; estimated number of women sweetheart had Informed
of
acres
covering
of
hundreds
drowned before he could be rescued. lakes,
not
to follow
could
situation
her
leave
1,800,000;
smokers,
estimated
number
largest of these reservoirs
The open well hole was in violation land. The
of women in New York who smoke, him on his hew beat
is at Chanute.
of a city ordinance. This suit, with
95,000; estimated number
of cigar
While Mrs. John Norman was walk ettes they smoke in one year, 34,675,
emIf a girl has a grown up brother she
help
will
to
its large damages,
ing along the beach at Long Beach, 000.
acquires a pretty fair knowledge ot
phasize the highly important fact that
a
Calif., with her
men without having to pass through
such ordinances are Intended to pre- old baby boy toddling by her side,
A newspaper to be published in the
matrimony.
vent Just such accidents, and that dis- gigantic wave suddently swept In and interest of the tramp is the latest the agonies of
and
criminal
to
grasp,
fancy to emerge from the brain of Dr,
regard of them leads
tore the child from his mother's
James Eads . How, the millionaire
ciyio liability when a Ufe Is lost. The baby drowned.
Through the opening of wide gaps tramp.
There are many ordinances of the
kind held lightly In regard until a In the ground in the eastern part of
Although forced out of the position
fatal accident shocks the authorities White Pine county, Nevada, cattlemen himself George J. Gould opposing the
report losses that are gaining serious Rocket
into enforcement
interests caused
proportions.
In Jake's Valley Capt the election of B. F. Bush as prest
Since it has been decided to estab- Moorman has already lost forty-eigh- t
dent of the Missouri Pacific railway
lish .municipal baths for the million head. The gashes in the range vary defeating David R. Francis, former
at Coney island, other and ever more from eight to twenty feet in width governor of Missouri. Mr. Bush is
To h;ave some
ambitious plans for its improvement and there is no explanation of the phe president of the Western Maryland
have been formulated. These Include nomena except the fact that the coun- railway.
a continuous walk and drive along try is of volcanic formation.
Against the advice of Superintend
the entire five miles of its water
ent Hotchkiss of the State Department
FOREIGN.
front and a new bulkhead line, which
ot insurance and of its trustees, the
has been authorized by government
Equitable Life Assurance Society, by
of
bi
Farman
his
fall
In a
engineers. A contract has been let
vote of its board of directors, elected
the
of
Captain
Tarron
Edward
plane
wall, forty feet thick army
for a rip-ra- p
engineers was instantly killed in William A. Day of New York, J. Pier
at Its base and twenty feet at the Paris.
x
pont Morgan's candidate, to succeed
top, surmounted by a concrete walk.
with cream or milk.
The city hall at Schaerbeck, a su the late Paul Morton as president of
This will protect the Island from burb of Brussells, together with its the society, at a salary of $50,000
those periodic invasions by. the At- priceless works of art, was destroyed year, as against tbe $80,000 a year
For a pleasing change,
lantic which have frequently
been by fire.
paid to Mr. Morton.
quite destructive.
All of which is
sprinkle Post Toasties
Lieutenant Walter H. Rodney of
A decrease ot one billion feet in the
expected to attract a higher average the Second United States cavalry, total production of timber in New
over fresh or- - stewed fruit,
of patronage than the resort has hith- stationed in the Augar barracks, in York state the past year is reported
then add cream and you
erto enjoyed.
the department of Mindanao, p. I., was by the state forest commission.
have a small feast
murdered by a Moro, crazed with reL. A. Blochman, former commodore
piece was recently taken ligious passion. The assassin belongs
A
Club,
Yacht
who se
of the Corinthian
from the foot of an elephant In the to the Mohammedean sect of Juramencup for yachting
the.Lipton
cured
"The Memory Lingers"
New York Zoo, where it had been se- tados.
clubs from Sir Llpton, has Just been
curely hidden till the creature's disThe most importantbattle of the appointed a member of the exhibits
wealth be- Mexican revolution was fought at committee of the Panama-Californi- a
comfort over its
POSTUM CEREAL CO., Ltd.,
Battle Creek, Mich.
came apparent The animals must Agua Prieta between 1,600 federals exposition to be held In San Diego
be catching graft from the humans, . under command of Lieut Col. Diaz Cal., during 1915.

STORY OF THE WEEK
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600-fo-

y

-

twenty-two-month-

Makes a

Good Breakfast

Bett-er-

300-fo-

Post
Toasties

Pleasant View

Solano Items

W. R. HOLLY
Attorney-at-Lit-

Wheat aud rye are lookia
good in this vicinity.

H.

Lincoln and son. Rex
Lincoln and Miss Ressie Cox left
ednesday.
C.

Restaurant & Bakery
Mrs. Ida Church, Prop.

w

Practices in Territorial and
Federal Courts. :: :: ::

Springer,

FRESH BREAD,
CAKES and PIES

N. Mex.

V

R. W. Boulware and son, Car
l.yle, were in the canyons Mon
About fifty loads of rock havp
been hauled for the Solano Union
day.
Church.
The "rock
Prof. vm. G. Johnson and Mission
haulers
have
quit
work for
family were visiting

iu this vi

cinity Sunday.

while.

Always on Hand

EGGS FOR HATCHING!
R. C, B. Legiiqrns.
'Old Trusty" Incubators
2 tf.
R. S. Wqod.

.

Judge Westfall is feeling better
Mr. and Mrs. Will King were
now.
He has quit eating pie.
Roy visitors Thursday.
Ray Purdon plowed the public
Elmer Boulware was the guest
square Thursday. It is the in
of Carroll Johnson
Saturday

Meals and Short Orders
ROY,

James

TucumcarJ, New Mexico

:

Swaim.

L

Secy.

Modern Woodmen

'

of America

acknowledged.

ROY POST OFFICE Mar. 1st.
The following is a list of ad.ver
tised letters for the month of Mar
remaining in the office uncalled
for. If not delivered in 30 days
win be sent to the Div. of Dead

Letters, Washington, D. C.
In calling please say advertised
letter, giving number.
LETTERS
1

W. FRANK WALKOWIAK

Land Attorney.

... The

Practices in All Local Courts.
Justice of the Peace, U. S. and Court
commissioners, Kegisters and
Receivers.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO

Roy,

D

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

New Mexico

r

C. F. ROY
Vice. Pres.

VVM. C. ROY
Sec. & Treas.

The Roy Land & Live Stock
Company.
0"

INCORPORATED

CAPITAL STOCK $50,000

Jet Black Missouri Jack
hands.

Heavy bone.

Good

Sure breeder.

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WED
NESDAY, at my farm 11 miles
northeast of Mills.

best of edibles for the every day and
THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND
'holiday trade. The very best goods at
SATURDAY, at Mills.
the most reasonable prices.

$10.00 to Insure.
ROY, N. M.

0

President.

ife.

Next Door to Postoffice,

Rooms and Meals the Very Best and at All Hours

FRANK A. ROY

15

Once a Customer, Always One

Service

Up-to-da- te

I

Fancy Groceries,
Fresh Fruits and

We can furnish you with the very

. .

A. P. DUNCAN, Prop.

.-A- RMOUR.

Roy Bros., Props.

Fish and Oysters in Season

Oriental Hotel .

First Class and

The Model Grocery
and Meat Market

Always on Hand

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP

the World

2

Vegetables

NEW MEXICO

Matter of Solidity.
J. M. ALDRIDGE, Prop.
a recent transatlantic trip
Stump
Cedar
diary, relates a noted actor
Shaving and Hair Cutting
only a few days out when I
Camp
became very chummy with a noted
Agency for
tenor. We were both traveling alone
No. 61
and so sought each other's company
Laundry
Steam
CamD meets last Thursday of each
a great deal. In my diary I wrote
'We are very thick. I think he Is the month during summer months.
Shop in the Floersheim Merc. Co. Bldg.
w. r. iinaaii,
thicker of the two."
Council Commander.
ROY,
NEW MEXICO
M. D. Gibbs, Clerk.

Baca, B.

Bargas, Mrs. Concepceon A.
3 Gallegos, Miss Sofronie.
4 Irebali, Doloretas.
5 Lucero, Miss Iufela.
James L. Swain, P. M

HOY,

Woodmen of

Francisco Ulibarri is in town
During
buying his supplies for lambing
I kept a
lime.
We were

Notary Piblio

Legal documents and papers

Harve Hickles spent Saturday
The telephone company is hav
night with Claud Hoskins.
Meetings held each first and third
ing poles hauled toward Mos
Tuesday
in every month.
Ollie Mitchell returned front quero. We will soon be able to
A. n. Kerns, Council.
L. E. Aldridge, Clerk.
talk to the "countv seat. "
Dawson Saturday.

Advertised Letters

W. FRED OGDEN
-

CampNo.14361

Some of the wheat near Solano
School closes at Pleasant View
is sixteen inches high,
Friday, the 28th.

Noble,

&

Surgeons in Charge,

Meets every Wednesday evening at
I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
Max H. Knrlsruher,
Noble Graud

NEW MEXICO

Dr's. Thomson

I. O. O. F.
Visiting members always welcome

-

Tucumcari
Hospital.

Homestead Lodge, No. 46

tention of the park board to
night.
plant about 175 black locust trees
R. W. Mitchell and son, Guy, this spring.
were Roy visitors Saturday.
The lawsuit of Watts vs. Watts
Claud Hoskins was calling at has been
and irereferr
the Mitchell home Sunday.
ed to D. S. Durrin. The taking
Literary was well attended of testimony will be resumed
Saturday night.
next week.
Henry Mitchell visited his
Mr. Lee went to Mosquero on
brother, R. W. Mitchell, Sunday Wednesday.

-

See Bills

W. W. DAY
Owner and Keeper

ORIGINATORS AND OWNERS OF

0

THE ROY TOWNSITE
DEALERS IN

Reed Estate and R.anchés
Breeders of Sheep, Catile and Horses
We hold several choice tracts of Agricultural land for sale.

Town Lots a Specialty

.8

ARMY

OFFICERS

TO

LEARN

SCIENCE

OF

CLEAN

FLYING

HOUSE

ALL AT ONCE

Best Way If Family Can Be Banished
Hints on the Spring
Ordeal.
"The easiest way to clean house la
to do it all at once, turning everything upside down, having all carpets
taken up at the same time, all the
windows washed in succession, all tho
paint scrubbed in one piece of work.
If the family can be banished, this
plan may be followed, but when the
ordinary business of the home has to
gO on, such drastic measures should
never be practiced. The house should
be cleaned a room at a time, but before going to these make an attack
on the closets," says Christine Ter- hune Herrick in Woman's Home Companion.
"Devote one day to the china
closet. Take the china'and glass out.
put it on a table and scour the
shelves. Have a blow-guand Inject
insect powder into any cracks or
crevices of the shelves as a discouragement to invading insects. Wipe
off every piece of tableware before
you put it back and discard ruthlessly
broken and cracked pieces.
"When you put your china on the
shelves use care in its arrangement.
Tall pieces should go at the back, and
so should piles of saucers and plates.
Be careful not to make the plies of
plates loo tall.
Plates of delicate
china at the bottom of a stack may
be cracked and broken by the weight
of the china upon them. Turn the
glasses and tumblers upside down.
Go over the contents of your side
board, especially the table linen, lay
ing aside such pieces as need mending and are worth it and putting the
hopelessly worn objects aside with
your store of old linen. Wipe out the
sideboard drawers and let them get
entirely dry before laying in fresh papers and restoring the linen to its
place. Use the Insect powder here,
too."

.

n

'

X?

feLs
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srrs'
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to Brig. Gen. Jamea Allen, chief ol the signal corps, the United States army Is to take up
and a number of young officers will be taught how to fly. Twenty or thirty aeroplanes of
American make will be purchased for this purpose. Aviator McCurdy has bfeen giving the army men some
most convincing demonstrations of late, and their enthusiasm has been aroused as never before. The signal
corps aerodrome at College Park, near Washington, will be open soon.

ACCORDING

dividual efforts performing some kind
of serviceable labor, and of these only
those of a positive valse whose serv THIS MAKES MEAT TENDER
iceable labor is worth more than the
food, clothing, house room, furniture,
mplement With Cutter Wheels Which,
own individual labor the community street car seats and other consumable
Rolled Over a Steak, Loosen Up
In other goods and services which they - are
would gain by his death.
the Fibers.
words, such a man is worth less than using up.
nothing.
Even the best of butcher shopfe
"This brings out the fatal defect In
sometimes
have tough meat, and at
PORK AND BEANS ARE BEST
a great deal of the reasoning regardwhether
the other shops it is a toss-uing the economic value of the man,
you get a good steal: or not, unless you
viz.:
The failure to take account of Sir Hudson Maxim Praises American
are willing to pay fancy prices. A
the cost of keeping him. The man
Dish and Offers to Teach Women
Pennsylvania man has invented an
who earns $600 a year and consumes
How to Cook Them.
exactly that sum is worth exactly
nothing. How much would you give
London. The food controversy In
for a cow that would produce $100
has elicited from Sir Hudson
London
of
veal
worth of milk and $10 worth
In a year and consume $110 worth of Maxim a glowing letter in praise of
feed while she was doing it? The what he calls the American national
Sir Hudson
man who earns $600 in a year and dish pork and beans.
consumes $500 of it, using the other closes his tribute to the "best dish In
$100 to employ a toolmaker in mak- the world" by offering to give cooking
ing tools that is, invests it in some lessons at his laboratory to English
form of productive capital is worth housewives who do not know how to
His let
By prepare this nutritious food.
$100 a year to the community.
reason of his existence the comma ter states:
"No food In existence is so benefinity has $200 worth of productive
power or tools more than it vould cial to man as pork and beans. It
has been proven scientifically that
otherwise have had."
The only logical conclusion is that pork and beans excel cod liver oil as
food in cases of con
no person is of an economic value a stimulating
whatever unless he is by his own in sumption."

BABY'S REAL VALUE
Professors of Economy Differ in
Their Opinions.
Prof. Thomas Nixon Carter, Head of
Economics at Harvard, Discovers
That $20 It Fair Estimate
on Average Person.
Cambridge,

Mass.

The

California

state board of health recently fixed
the value of. a baby at $4,000, a sum
considered far too low by Prof. Edwin
R. A. Sellgman of Columbia university, who declares that a baby less
than a year old represents an economic value of at least $150,000. Now
comes Prof. Thomas Nixon Carver,
who Is at the head of the chair of
economics at Harvard, who using a
hypothetical case discovers that $20
is a fair value for the average person,
and that "it would be a losing investment to buy a baby at that price."
"How much is a baby wtorth?" asks
Professor Carver.
"Of course, the first thing to be decided in the discussion of this kind,"
he says, "Is what is meant by the
value of a baby. To its own parents
after they have got used to it a baby
Is an exceedingly precious thing, but
their estimate is not necessarily the
same as that of their neighbors, or
that of society in general. For example, a certain man is reported to
have said that he regarded each of
his children as worth $100,000,000, but
that he would not give 5 cents for another one. Therefore, we must ex- olude from consideration the value of
existing babies to their parents.
"One way of finding the real eco
nomic value of a man is to find out
how much the community would lose
if he were to die or to emigrate. The
community would lose the value of
his labor, but it would save what he
consumed. In case he was consuming
more than be was producing by his
.

p

KEY

TO EGYPTIAN

HISTORIES

Inscriptions Which Heretofore Have cipher it in vain, but Professor Sayc
(Defied Savants Near Decipherwrites that he has just obtained some
ing by Recent Find.
Egyptian
translations of Merotlc
words. Thus, owing to this discovery
Cairo. An important discovery has
the unknown Merotic script may be
been made ' y Professor Sayce, who read by Egyptian hleroglyphlsts for
is engaged in digging on the site of the first time, just as the key to the
Meroe, in the Sudan. Many ancient
latter was obtained from the demotic
Inscription in the Sudan are written and Greek translations on the Rosetta
In the hieroglyphics of Egypt. But stone.
many others are in a language that
Professor Sayce has also discovered
has, up to now, successfully resisted
names of some new kings. Some
the
attempts
identification.
at
This
all
mysterious writing íb known as the of them call themselves kings of
Meroltic. Its pictorial characters are Egypt, and as they belong to the ob
similar to the ancient Egyptian hiero- scure period of the twenty-seventglyphics, and is styled a "demotic al- dynasty, the inscriptions are expect
Dr. H. Brugsch ed to throw some light on Egyptian
phabetic writing."
and Dr. H. Schafer have trie i to de- - J history
h

implement for making meat tender
that will be found useful in any family, but especially in households that
cannot afford to buy the choicest cuts.
A handle with a fork to it has a
shaft running through the ends of
the fork. Revolving on this shaft art
a lot of sharp little cutter wheels,
with teeth that will bite through sol
leather, if necessary. When a steak is
found to be too tough, the cook can
lay it on the kitchen table before
putting it on to be fried or broiled
and run this implement back and
forth over it until the fibers have been
loosened sufficiently to make it tender.

Notice For Publication.
Territory of

New Mexico,

fesso will be entered therein against
you.
Plaintiff's attorneys are Messrs.
Bunker & Lucas, whose postofflce
is East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
JOHN JOERNS,
Clerk of the District Court.

ad-dre- ts

County, of Mora.
In The District Court.
1

William J. Lucas,
Plaintiff,

NOTICE

ew deesas

FOR PUBLICATION.

vs.

Frank J. Lavan,
Charles C. Catron,
Thomas B. Catron, and
the unknown heirs of
Julia A. Catron, deceased, and all unknown
claimants of interests In
the premises adverse to
the plaintiff, of, in or to
the land and real estate
hereinafter described, or
any part thereof,
Defendants.

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.

y

No. 2023.

M.

April 14. 1911.
Notice is hereby given that Alb rt
Sivyer, of Albert, N. M., who, on
June 16, 19C4, made H. E. No. 5445,
serial No. 03193. for SE 1 N W i. E 4
SW i and SW i SE i, Section 32,
Township 20'North, Range 30 East,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to mike final five year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, befóte U. S. Court
Commissioner Malaquiaa Baca, at his
office, at DeHaven, N. M., on the 6th
day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. S. Ballard, D. Meeker, V. Urqu
hart, D. C. Traister, aU of Albert,

t:
The
The said defendants,
unknown heirs of Julia Catron, deceased, and all unknown claimants of
interests in the premises adversé to
the plaintiff in and to the premises
hereinafter described or any part N M.
.
thereof,
are hereby notified that
"
Edward W. Fox.
a suit has been commenced against
8
Register.
them by William J. Lucas, plaintiff,
in the District Court of Mora County,
NOTICE FOR PUBUCATI0N.
Territory of New Mexico, being cause
No. Í023 on the docket of said Court,
wherein the said plaintiff, William J. Department of thevInterior,
Ü. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
Lucas, prays that upon a final hearApril 21, 1911.
ing of said cause, his title and estate
Notice is hereby given that Mary É
in and to the (land and real estate
hereinafter, and as in the complaint Jeiarae, of Albert, IN. M. , who, on
be established March 12, 1906, made H. E No. 7550,
described,
herein
agatnst the adverse claims of the said serial No. 013168, for N NW i and
defendants, or any or all of them, Ni NE i, Section 7, Township 20
29 East, N. M. P. Merl
and that the defendants and each and .North, Range
hag
filed
an,
notice of intention to
all of them be barred and forever
five
Final
year Proof, to estub
make
any
estopped from having or claiming
li&h claim to the land above described,
right, title or interest in or to the real
before U. S. Court Commissioher W
eatate and premises hereinafter des
H.
Willcox at his office, at Roy. New
cribea, and all thereof, adverse to the
on the 8th day of June, 1911
Mexico,
plaintiff,
and
that
estate of said
names as witnesses:
Claimant
plaintiff's title therein and thereto be
Arguello, Candido G
Victoriano
forever quieted and set at rest,
Simon
Trujillo,
Belarde, all of Al
The tract of land commonly known
bert, N. M.; Andreas G. Trujillo, of
Mai"
as
the
as the Jaroso Ranch, or
Solano, N. M.
tinez Ranch, situate within the ex
Edward W. Fox,
terior boundaries of the tract of land
9
Register
commonly known as the Mora Grant,
Martinez
and which said Jaroso or
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Ranch is more particularly described
t:
as follows,
Beginning at the Northwent corner Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
(34), Township
of Section Thirty-fou- r
April 21, 1911.
(22) North of Range
Twenty-tw- o
Notice is hereby given that Andres
Twenty (20) Kast, thence Soath Une
Hundred Sixty (100) Chains to the Pacheco y Gonzalesi of Mosquero,
section corner common to Sections N. M., who, on May 9, 1906, made H
Three (3), Four (4), Nine (9) and Ten E. No. 8361, serial No. 03837, for NE
(21) North i N-i, N i NE i, Section 26, NW
(10), Township Twenty-on- e
of Range Twenty (20) East; thence NW i, Section 25, Township 18 North,
East to the Northeast corner of the Range 28 East, N. M. P. Meridian
Northwest quarter of Section Eleven has filed notice of intention to make
(21) North Final five year Proof, to establish
(11) Township iwenty-on- e
of Range Twenty (20) East marked by claim to the land above described, be'
a stone set in a mound of stones fore U. S. Court Commissioner W. R
thence South Four Hundred (400) Willcox at his office, at Roy, N. M.
Chains to the quarter secticn corner on the 8th day of June, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Thirty-fiv- e
(35),
between section
e
Twenty-on(21)
North of Felipe Gonzales, Flumencio Pa
Township
Section checo, Jose M. Blea, Benigne Gon
and
(20)
East,
Twenty
Range
Two (2), Township Twenty (20) North zales, all of Mosquero, N. M.
Edward W. Fox,
of Range Twenty (20) East; thence East
9
Register.
along the fifth correction line North
(216)
Chains
Sixteen
Two Hundred
(84) Links to the intersec
Eighty-fou- r
We all know Roy is one of the
tionof the eastern boundary survey of best towns in the new state for
the Mora Grant; thence North along its size, but
it can be made better.
unid eastern boundary survey of the
way
do
to
The
this is for us to be
Mora Grant Five Hundred Sixty (560)
Chains to a point on the said eastern loyal to 'our local enterprises.
boundary survey of the Mora Grant Every single penny we send out
thence West Three Hundred Thirty of town is just that much of a
Eighty-fou- r
(84)
ix (336) Chaina,
knock to our home merchants;
beginning.
of
place
the
to
Links
an injustice to them and ourThat unless you enter your appear
In said cause on or before the selves. ..
15th day of June, A.. D. 1911, judg
Take The Spanish American.
ment by default and decree pro con
to-wi-

13-1-

Now is the time to make your seed
selections. We have added to our large
stock of staple seeds some new varieties,
which are especially adapted to this
sectionsuch as

Manitoba Millet, Swadley and Iowa
Silver Mine Corn, Turkestan Alfalfa,
Hulless Barley, Rural New York
Seed Potatoes, Siberian Millet, Etc.

We are always ready to quote you prices on Farm
Let us save you some money on
Implements.
Standard, Reliable Farm Tools.

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE CO.
Roy, New Mexico

14-1-

to-wi-

14-1-

The Jockey Club Saloon
LEANDRO ARCHULELA, Proprietor

Dealer in Fine Wines, Whiskeys and Cigars
It is the headquarters of all the

old timers,

and why not the new comers?
once

Come and see me

a patron, always a patron

Variety Machine
Eugene J. H. Roy
-

Roy

Works

New Mexico

United States

ANDERSON

&

SHELTREN, Prop.

Classes of Machine Work,
Automobile Work, General
Blacksmithing, Heavy Forging, Horse Shoeing. Estimates' Given on Pipes and
Pnmps for Wells

All

Commissioner
care
stenographer furd
nished in Contest cases.

Short-han-

Wagon and Carriage
Everything in land

matters-Fili-

ngs,

Contests, Proofs and

Work our Specialty
All

work Guaranteed

etc.
Office with the

tate

&

Roy Real

Abstract Co.

Es-

Variety Machine
ROY,

---

Works

NEW MEX.

IMPORTANT THAT PUBLIC
KNOW

ABOUT

WASHINGTON.

SHOULD

Representative Shepherd of Texas
has Introduced a bill providing the
coinage of a
piece.

GREAT

KIDNEY REMEDY
The testimonial I am to give you cometf
unsolicited. I have been suffering from
lumbago for ten years and at times was
unable to stand erect. A Mr. Dean of this
city, saw me in my condition (bent over)
and inquired the cause. I told hira that I
had the lumbago, lie replied, "If you get
what I tell you to, you need not have it."
I said I would take anything for ease. Ho
said, "You get two bottles of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
and take it, and if it
does not fix you O. K. I will pay for the
medicine myself." I did so and am a well
man. For five months I have been as well
as could be. Before I took your Swamp-Rowas in constant pain day and night.
This may look like advertising, but it
seems to me most important that the
publio should be made familiar with this
treatment as it is the only one I know
which is an absolute cure. I owe a great
deal to Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Rooand am
anxious that others situated as I was
should know and take advantage of it.
Hoping that this testimonial may be of
benefit to some one, I am
x
J. A. IIOWLAND,
1731 Humboldt St.
Denver, Col.
)
State of Colorado
City and County of Denver J '
Personally appeared before me, ft. Notary
Public in and for the city and county
of the State of Colorado, J. A. Rowland,
known to me as the person whose name
is subscribed to the above statement and
upon his oath declares that it is a true
and correct statement.
ot

t,

Dr.

IMer to
KUnr

Blnnhmtoi,

DANIEL H. DRAPER,
Notary Public.

Co.

K.

Avoid

The Senate confirmed the nomination of Walter L. Fisher of Illinois as
secretary of the Interior.
Representative Hardwlck of Georgia introduced a "Bill providing for the
disfranchisement of all negroes.
Searching Inquiry into the situation
in Mexico Is demanded In a resolution
offered by Senator Stone of Missouri.
Another decision day passed without the United States Supreme Court
announcing Its ruling In the Standard
Oil case.
A woman smuggler,
conscience
stricken, has sent Secretary MacVeigh
a $10 bill and suggested the treasury
Invite contributions of that sort and
relieve many a restless soul.
From authoritative source It Is
learned that the revision of the wool
schedule contemplates a reduction of
about 50 per cent on raw wool and
40 per cent In the manufactured article.
The government
finances bnvn
slipped back over the line from Burplus
to deficit. April, which began with a
surplus for the first time In the fiscal
year, now shows a deficit of some
,
Most of the criticisms of the Canadian reciprocity bill are from agricultural sections and are based on the belief that reciprocity with Canada under the agreement would injure the
agricultural Interests 'of the United
States.
Positive assurances that the Mexican government will adopt a "defensive restrictive policy along the border," and news that the rebel forces
have evacuated Aguo Prieta did much
to relieve the high tension under
which President Taft and his official
family have labored.
Reports to the effect that the Democrats of the House are about to pass a
bill putting wool on the free list were
emphatically denied at the capítol by
Democratic leaders In a position to
know what is now under consideration by the Ways' and Means committee.
Should Representative Taylor's bill
become a law each of the states in
which public lands are situated will
be given 250,000 acres of land, the
proceeds from the sale of which are
to be used solely for the purpose of
constructing, improving and maintaining public highways.
.
Whether the government will close
some of its mints is a question before
treasury officials.
h
Secretary
is ready to Instruct the assay
offices and mints to begin Issuing
gold certificates against gold bullion
and foreign gold coin. As soon as this
begins, the coining of gold practically
will stop.
.

T.

Prove What Swamp-Roo- t
Will Do For You
Send to Dr. Kilmer & Co., Bingham-toN. Y., for a sample bottle. It will
convince anyone You will also receive
a booklet of valuable information, telling
all about the kidneys and bladder. When
writing, be sure and mention this paper.
For sale at all drug stores. Price
and
n,

fifty-cen-

ts

r.

Labrador's Future.
According to statements made the
other day by Dr. Grenfall of Labrador,
the Cinderella of British possessions,
has a brilliant future before it. Dr.
Grenfall, who has lived 20 years in
that snowy country, says that In
days to come It will carry a population as easily as Norway does today.
It Is, he says a better country than
Iceland, and to be greatly preferred
to Lapland, Finland, Siberia and
Northern-Alaska- .

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants ana children, and see that It

uSUTzSfe

Signature of
In Use For Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
The truth Is that the love of dress
after drink and gambling, one
of the curses of our country. Mrs.
Humphrey.
Is, next

Nature's laxative, Garfield Tea, overcomes constipation and is ideally suited to
tone up the system in the Spring.
Not Possible.
"Is there a good parting Bcene In
that play?"
"No; the hero's bald."
Constipation causes and aggravates many
serious diseases. It is thoroughly cured by
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets. The favorite family laxative.

To be conscious that you are Ignoris a great step to knowledge- .Benjamin Disraeli.

ant

Yonr DniKBlKt Will Tell Yon
Murine Eye Remedy Relieves Sore Eyes,
Strengthens Weak Eyes. Doesn't Smart,
Soothes Eye Pain. Try It In Baby's
Eyes for Scaly Eyelids and Granulation.

Some women are like some old hens
in their ways.

set

Mac-Veag-

8 PORT.
The Keio baseball club sailed from
Tokio, Japan, on the steamer Manchuria for a tour of America.
The Santa Clara, Cal., baseball team
defeated the Japanese players from
Waseda university by a score of 10
to 1.
Aviator Lansor flew In an aeroplane from the aviation field at
Klewit to the Belgian capital, Brussels, carrying his three sisters as passengers.
Jim Flynn, the Pueblo fireman, and
Al Kaufmann, the most hopeful appearing .."hope" of the white race,
have agreed to fight ten rounds here
May 5th, in Kansas City.
"Maud S.," a trotter owned by the
late George M. Stearns, was shot to
death in Springfield, Ky., as provided
for in Steams' will. Maud S. was 35
years old and blind.
The Des Moines Press Club accep-cthe Invitation of Owner HIgglns to
take charge of the ceremonies conect-ewith the opening of the Western
league leaioa In Dei Molnei. Gov.
Carroll will pitch the tint ball.
d

Garfield Tea, invaluable in the treatment of liver and kidney diseases!

d

It

ia

wont

not necessarily tru
U yot to comt,

that th

the Cheap and "Big Can" Bak

ing Powders.
The cheap baking powders have but one
recommendation: they certainly give the
purchaser plenty of powder for his money
but it's not all baking powder; the bulk
is made up of cheap materials that have
no leavening power. These powders are
so carelessly made from inferior materials that they will not make light, wholesome food. Further, these cheap, baking
powders have a very small percentage of
leavening gas; therefore it takes from two
to three times as much of such powder to
raise the cake or biscuit as it does of Calumet Baking Powder. Therefore, in the long
run, the actual cost to the consumer of the
cheap powders ia more than Calumet
would be.
, Why not buy a perfectly wholesome baking powder like Calumet, that is at '.he
same time moderate in pries and one
whioh can be relied upon? Calumet jives
the cook the least trouble.

THESE MONEY BURNERS.

. Inevitable.
aln no' use talkin' to a woman," said Charcoal Eph as he emerged
from a dispute with Mrs. Charcoal.
"She done bound f git y wid weeptn'
er hammah yo' wid a flatlron,
e
me! Han' me de hoss liniment,
MIstah Jackson!" Baltimore Evening
Sun.

Tey

buh-liev-

Just Women.
Him "I thought you and Ethel had
had a quarrel?"
Her "We have. I hate her!"
Him "But I saw you kiss each
other when you met yesterday."
Her "Yes, but that's all we do.
We hardly speak."
For Good Reasons.
"Why, Tommy," exclaimed the Sunday school teacher, "don't you say
hpfnro
nravera
everv" nle-h-O
.
v vnn
i
"
i.vonr
go to bed?"
"Not any more," replied Tommy.
"I uster when I slept in a folding
bed, though." Philadelphia Record.
What She Wanted.
fi. ughter)
I've
brought you a zither for your birthday,
my dear, and a book by which you
can teach yourself to play on it in a
month.
Daughter But it was the zither
teacher I wanted most. Fliegende
Blaetter.

Father (to his

Miss Bondsen Stocks (at Monte CarWhat luck yesterday?
Miss Billyun8 I won twenty thousand or lost twenty thousand, I forget
which.
lo)

His Renunoiatlon.
"I couldn't think of a thing to give
up lent."
"That so?"
"Yes, and when I remarked as much
in the bosom of my family my wife
and daughters told me I could put in
the time getting ready to give up for
Easter.' Houston Post.

A Modern Bird.
We met the Early Bird and were
amazed, on glacing at our watches, to
His Business Improving.
"Yes," Bald the old lady, "now that discover that the hour of 7 had long
spring Is with us business will pick since struck.
"You're not so early, after all!" we
up with the old man."
remarked, significantly.
Asked what he did for a living, she
"No," assented the Early Bird, lookreplied:
ing very conscious all at once. "The
"Well, he sells rabbit feet for watch fact is, I got the
"
Puck.
charms an' to stave off hoodoos, an'
he does fine with rattlesnake rattles,
A Moving Description.
but he makes most at sellln' young
"First they compel us to give up
mockln' girds an' prayln' fer rain."
our money," said the vociferous agitator, "and then they compel us to
put up with such little comforts as
Justified.
Wagge Why did Henpeck leave they may find it convenient to provide."
the church?
"About whom are you talking?"
Jaggs Somebody told him marasked the common person, wearily,
riages were made In heaven. Judge. "the trusts or the street car conductors?" Washington Star.
DAME NATURE HINTS
When the Food la Not 8ulted.
Small Girl Defines Leisure.
Mrs. Philip Snowden, the English
When Nature gives her signal that suffragette, began at a dinner in New
something la wrong It Is generally York her reply to a toast on "Marwith the food; the old Dame Is always riage" with the words:
"I once asked a little girl if she
faithful and one should act at once.
what leisure was?
To put off the change is to risk that knew
" 'Yes," she replied. 'Leisure is the
which may be Irreparable.
An Ari- place where married people repent.' "
zona man Bays:
New York Tribune.
"For years I could not safely eat
any breakfast, I tried all kinds of
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
breakfast foods, but they were all
A smart man is one who agrees
soft, starchy messes, which gave me
distressing headaches. I drank strong w.lth a woman so she thinks.
In this era of expensive living the
coffee, too, which appeared to benefit
father- - of ten children has a strenume at the time, but added to the headous job.
aches afterwards.
Toast and coffee
Merely loving a woman doesn't sat-if- y
were no better, for I found the toaBt
her; she wants you to make love
very constipating.
to her.
"A friend persuaded me to quit cofA man who insists that he's just as
fee and the starchy breakfast foods, good as you are may not be extra
good at that.
Inand use Postum and Grape-Nut- s
How a giddy girl does enjoy making
stead. I shall never regret taking his
a
man keep on trying to kiss her
advice.
when she won't let him.
"The change they have worked In
It's a good thing for a man to bump
me Is wonderful. I now have no mora up against the proof
oi his own unimof the distressing sensations In my portance occasionally.
stomach after eating, and I never have
You wonder why you have more
any headache?.
I have gained 12 trouble than other people, and they
pounds In weight and feel better in wonder why you have less trouble
every way. Grape-Nut- s
make a de- than they do. Chicago News.
licious as well as a nutritious dish,
and I find that Postum Is easily diDENVER DIRECTORY
gested and never produces dyspepsia
symptoms."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle DñU I I nfW Dealer In all kinds of
!
LUUN CIIANDISE.
Mnmmoth cats-loi- r
Creek, Mich.
mailed free. Cor. 16th A make. Denver.
Get the little book, "The Road to
Wellville,"
In pkgs. "There's a
RELIABLE : PROMPT
Reason."
; .
Gold, 78c: Gold and Sliver. 11.00: Oolrt. Silver
Brer read (ha boy letter t A new
Copper, 1.60. ooia and Bllver refined
aae appears from tima to tima. They and
and bouiht. writs for frea mailing eacka.
ra caulas, tras, n full el hums Ocdsa Assay Co., Mi Court J1,, Dsnvsl
hook-worm!-

MER-OU-

ASSAYS

N

GETTING

ARRESTED ON

Clearing Kansas of Grasshoppers.'
A live grasshopper will eat a dead
grasshopper.
A farmer mixed paris
green and bran together and let a
grasshopper eat It. It died and 20
grasshoppers ate It up, and they died.
Four hundred ate those 20 and they
died. Eight- thousand ate those 400
and they died. A hundred and sixty
thousand ate those 8,000 and died, and
tne farmer was troubled no more.
Anthony Bulletin.

READY.

GRAVE CHARGE

Household Remedy
Taken in the 8prln$j for Years.

Ralph Rust, Willis, Mich., writes:
"Hood's Sarsaparilla has been a household remedy in our home as long as I
can remember. I have taken it in the
spring for several years.
It has no
eaual for rlpanainor tho ilnnit nnA av.
pelling the humors that accumulate dur-T
nrt f lin ti'intn.
TTiufci. xeiug u tlaruier anuJ ex
"6
posed to bad weather, my system is often
affected, and I often take Hood's Sarsaparilla with good results."
Hood's Sarsaparilla is Peculiar to Itself.
ED
GEERS,
old
"The
irrand
man,"
,
he There is no "just as good."
is called for he is so honest handling
Get it today- in usual liquid form or
horses in races. He says: "I have used chocolated
tablets called Sarsatabs.
SPOHN'S DISTEMPER CURE for 12
years, always with best success. It is the
OnlV- rpmprlr, T. tnnw .u AnM .11 t
ni.wn
VIC ail 1UIII1S UlI
distemper and prevent horses in same sta- uie naving me disease." 5Uc and SI a bottle. All druggists, or manufacturers. Spohn
Medical Co., Chemists, Goshen, Ind.
film
nll.ru tr IrrlUtina Meiai tj tut, Mm r wta4,
-

WITH DYNAMIT-- .
ING LOS ANGELES flMES

MEN CHARGED
.

BUILDING CAUGHT.

BRIBERY

IS ATTEMPTED

.'

Thompson's

--

.

UNION
"

OFFICER TRIES TO BUY
FREEDOM 'WITH LARGE SyM

Eyo Water

OF MONEY.

It's a waste of the other fellow's Q ft TCFITO WitMBB.r-lemiin.'WM- li.
Colored Barber Is yo' gwine to de time when you talk foolish.
Chicago.
The blackest page In thu cakewalk tonight
t
history of organized labor was turned
Other Darky Suah. What do yo' EATS WHAT HE LIKES
when a high official of the Internathink I got yo' to sharpen mah razor
tional Association of Bridge and fo'?
AFTER TAKING FREE SAMPLE
Structural Iron Workers, was arrested
Bloodless Battles.
on the charge of having engineered
"What we want," said the peace
the dynamiting of the Los Angeles'
promoter, "is a system that will perIt will be welcome news to ayspeptlcs Pepsin and Is now cured. Hundreds of
Times building last fall.
mit candid discussion to take the to learn of a remedy that. In the opinion others would gladly testify.
of thousands, Is an absolute cure for InIt la a guaranteed cure for Indigestion,
At almost the same moment the of- place of actual conflict."
digestion and all forms of stomach trou- constipation, biliousness, headaches, gas
secretary-treasurer
ficial, John J. McNamara,
"Don't you think," inquired the man ble, and, better still. It Is' guaranteed to on the stomach and similar complaints.
of the union, was arrested who was reading the sporting page, do so. v The remedy Is Dr. Caldwell's A bottle, can be had at any drug store
Syrup Pepsin.
for fifty cents or a dollar, but If you wish
In his Indianapolis office, a sinister "that our professional pugilists have
We all know the value of pure pepsin to make a test of it first send your adpretty
come
near
solving
probthe
In Indigestion, and add to this some ex.little party slipped out of Chicago on
dress to Dr. Caldwell and he will supply
ceptional laxative Ingredients and you a free 'sample .bottle, sent direct to your
a special train bound for Los Angeles, lem?"
have a truly wonderful remedy. Mr. T. address. You will soon admit that you
bearing with them the secrets of the
W. Worthy of Forsythe, Ga., got to the have found something to replace salts,
First 8et Own House In Order.
point where he could not even eat or di- cathartics, breath perfumes and other
long and disastrous war against the
How unconscious we all are of our gest vegetables and after many years of temporary reliefs. Syrup Pepsin will cure
open shop. For two of the men, the
own faults and failings! As we see seeking he found the cure In Dr. Cald- your permanently.
union's chiefs of staff in the war, the
well's Byrup
Mr. Rudy Kasner of
For the free sample address Dr. W. B.
others, so others see ours. It Is our Moltne, 111., Pepsin.
was In the same bad pre- Caldwell, 201 Caldwell building, Monti-cellshadow of the gallows lurks at the own
faults we have to correct first dicament with his stomach, took Syrup
111.
other end of their transcontinental
before we tell others where to get off.
Journey.
One of the prisoners in the party
pin scratch may cause blood poison,
that left Chicago was the mysterious a Arusty
nail cut is very apt to do so.
"J. B. Bryce," to whom the dynamitHamlins Wizard Oil used at once draws
9
ing of the Times building had been out all infection and makes blood poison
impossible.
traced and who has been , held responsible by a grand jury for the murOne of the loudest of the many
After May 1 the United States Government Prohibits
persons who
der of the twenty-on- e
strange cries which fill the air today
perished in the explosion.
the Importation of Teas Colored Oreen. Tou Aro
Is the cry for universal independence.
He proved to be none other than
Mrs. H. R. Haweis.
Always Safe Whin Drinking; the World's Standard
James McNamara, brother of the labor official, who for years has been
8HAKE INTO YOCK SHOES
"wreckhead of the secret,
Allen's
the Antiseptic powder for Tired,
swollen, nervous feet. Gives rest and
ing crew," In the employ of Secretary aching,
comfort. Makes walking! delight. Bold everywhere,
26o.
McNamara.
Pont accept any nibstltnte. For FHHB
samplt, address AUen 8. Olmsted, Le Rot, N. T.
The other prisoner was a Chicago
'man, Ortise El McManlgal, whose home
It Is In the minor acts of our daily
No Artificial Coloring Used.
is at 414 South Sangamon street, and life that our character Is revealed.
'
who is a member of Local 5, of the Lee.
Iron workers' Chicago branch.
Both men were arrested in Detroit
To enjoy good health, take Garfield Tea;
April 12th, as they were making it cures constipation and regulates the
Big Game Fish
2,000 in Prizes
ready to destroy the new $2,000,000' liver and kidneys.
railroad terminal there.
FIELD AND STREAM
A woman's mind enables her to
'America'! Maiuuw for Sportsaaea," it Offer-Following the arrest of Secretary reach a conclusion without starting.
in zúa razas lor the Ulsseit fresh and Salt
Water Cam FUh Caught Durinc 191 1.
McNamara in Indianapolis, his private
JWs.MttfwXKs?
Prizes (or the biggest fish caught each month
yault was searched and 100 quarts of Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothing Srrop for Children
and (rand prizes (or the entire season in each
teething, softens the gums, reduces Inflammanitroglycerine were removed,
class, including $60 silver cup, silver medals, rods and
tion, allays pain, cures Triad colic, 15c a bottle.
That John J. McNamara, who is dereels, guns and sportsman's equipment. List of prizes and conditions of
clared to be the brains of the open
contest published each month. Read the stories of How, When, Where
Most women would be very unintershop war, might be taken Into custody esting if they couldn't talk.
and with what tackle these big fish were silled. ' Special introductory
offer of a three months' trial subscription to FIELD AND STREAM,
at the proper moment, their arrest
together with the 1911 Angler s liuide, including the latest Inme and tish
was suppressed.
They were tricked
To keep the blood pure and the skin
Heddon split 1 All
Laws (or 1911 snd a
1 ftA
Í
Into allowing themselves to be taken clear, drink Garfield Tea before retiring.
Ismbo. bait easting rod
to Chicago from Detroit without legal
Sead in your order today and leara all about this great contest.
resistance and since then have been - No man becomes a Jailbird just for
FIELD AND STREAM PUB. COMPANY. 26 East 21st Street, New York City
a lark.
held there.
On the way from Detroit, the detectives assert, McNamara attempted to
Women
Welcome
win freedom through bribery. He is
Women who suffer with disorders peculiar to their
said to have offered first $20,000 and
aex should write to Dr. Pierce and receive free the
then $30,000 to be allowed to slip off
advice of a phyticiaa of over 40 years' experience
the train with his companion.
a skilled and successful specialist in the diseases
Los Angeles. Labor union circles all
of wemea. Every letter of this sort has the most
careful consideration and is regarded as sacredly
over the country are deeply stirred by
confidential. Many sensitively modest women write
the arrest and hasty extradition from
:
, fully to Dr. Pierce what they would shrink from
Ohio of the three Los Angeles sus- telling to their loeal physioian. The local physician
A
COUNTRY
SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
pects, and frequent comparisons of
Is pretty sure to say that he cannot do anything
in New York City. Best features of counthis case and that of Moyer, Haywithout "an examination." Dr. Pierce holds that
try and city life.
sports on
wood and Pettibone in Colorado have
these distasteful examinations are Generally need
school park of 35 acres near the Hudson
and
leu,
been made by leaders.
that no woman, except in rare cases, should submit. to them.
River. Academic Course Primary Claasto
- Los Angeles authorities, fearing
Graduation.
Dr. Pierce's treatment will cur yon right in the privacy of
Upper class for Advanced
Special Students. Music and, Art. Writs
your own home. His "Favorita Prescription" has cured
further violence either by friends of
'
for catalogue and terms.
hundreds of thousands, soma of then the worst of cases.
the suspects or by indignant citizens
HsIubnh! "la WUn. Ihtrtilt Arts. searZUri St. Wot. II I
In whose memory the horrors of the
It is the only medicine of its kind that is the product of a regularly graduated
physician. The only one good enough that its makers dare to print its every
Times explosion remains firmly fixed
ingredient on its outside wrapper. There's no secrecy. It will bear examina
DEFIANCE STftRCHlT.c
are taking great precautions to keep
g
tion. No alcohol and no
drugs are found in it. Some unscrupother starches only U ounce-naprloa and
secret the routes taken by the prisonulous medicine dealers may offer you a substitute. Don't take It. Don't trifle
10 UlPBRIOn QUALITY.
"DtFIANCK
ers and their guards and the time of
with your health. Write to World'i Dispensary Medical Association, Dr. R.
their arrival on the coast.
V. Pierce, President, Buffalo, N. Y., take the advice reoelved and ba wall.
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
o,
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AMERICAN

Editor and Proprietor
matter at the Postoffice at Roy, Mora

s

under the Act of CoDgress of March

3, 1879.

Issaed every Saturday at lloy, Mora County, New Mexico.

S ubscription Rates

Advertising Rates

R. W. Mitchell of ' Pleasant
View, was in Roy Saturday and
subscribed for the

Barred From Intoxicant.
tablets
are records of laws forbidding the usa
of vine In any form to persona
In public business, and asserting that no work done for the government by persons who used wine could
be perfect All builders of palaces,
officers of armies, and managers of
public works were required to abstain
absolutely from all use of wine.
On the Babylon cuneiform

11.50 Display, single issue per inch
15c
.
.75 Display, per month
50c
.05 Local rtaders. per line
- - 5c

Per year
Six months
Single copies

.

A team of good work mares,

will weigh 2,400, are in good
shape to work. Also have a 3i
new Bain wagon, low wheels, 3
inch tires; wa bought last spring.
Two sets of double work harness.
I am going to sell this outfit
cheap if sold at once. Will also
sell any part of the outfit. Come
and see me here at French, N. M.

J. F. SCHELLING.

--

The Southwestern Hotel
GRANVILLE

with winter wheat, and the crop
promises to be a bumper one.
Hay is plentiful for the raising

Not a Boast.

This is not a boast, but we are
proud of the achievements of of cattle.
Business is going along at a
the people of Roy. We point
with satisfaction to the great satisfactory rate, the farmers
stride this town has managed to and cattle owners are satisfied
this part of with the results of their labors.
keep in Hevelopin
Why should we not be proud of
New Mexico.
Eight or ten years ago a new- a. community that can show such
comer would be looking, upon progress?
thousands of acres of prairie
with cattle grazing here and
there; today what a transformation, one would not believe it possthriving town with thre
ible--a
Attorney at Law
large mercantile stores, two gro
Practice in All Court
cery and meat markets, a bank,
of the Peace, Probate, Dislarge machine shop, only tin- Justicetrict
and Supreme Courts
smith in miles around, 3 roomy
hotels and four restaurants, three Land Matters a Specialty
sample rooms, wholesale liquor
WAGON MOUND, NEW MEXICO
house, real estate offices, broom
factory, and other smaller business enterprises, also three automobiles.
60 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE
many
for
townsite
Around the
milesaround on almost every 160
acres you will see well put up
buildings, wind mills for water,
plenty of stock. The crops have
A Trade Mark
been experimented on till now
"Hfll Copyrights Ac
the farmers know jnst what to
Anyone (ending a t ketch and description may
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an
is probably patentable. Commanlca.
plant and how to work it for best Intention
tloruntrlotly confidential. HANDBOOK on Patents
sent
Oldeit
aienoy for securing' patenta.
free.
results. It has been proven that
Patents taken through Munn k Co. reoelre
Ipteial aotiw, without charge. In the
this country will grow good
Scientific American.
crops of milo maize, corn cane,
A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Inrest cirof any denudo Journal. Terms, W
broom corn, Mexican beans, corn culation
year: four months, IU Sold by all newsdealers.
and all 8rts of vegetables. At MUNN &Co.88,B
New York
Branch O Sloe, (06 T St, Washington. D. C.
this writing the fields are green

Stanley A. Foutz

,

kM4

Pay wages, store bills, or any kind of bills with
checks. This is SAFER than paying wih money.
You can also keep your accounts straight and
have a LEGAL RECEIPT for every dollar you pay
out.
A checking account is also a great convenience.
We want your account. Come in; let's talk it
cver.
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ROY, NEW MEXICO

NEW OWNERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT;
STRONGER THAN EVER

KITCHELL,

Prop.

The Best Equipped Hotel in Town
It is the Eating House of the Traveling Public
FIRST CLASS BEDS AND MEALS
'
GIVE US A TRIAL
ROY, NEW MEXICO

"RATES REASONABLE

to

Kansas City Life Insurance Company
OF KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI
Statement of Financial Condition on December 31, 1910.
Total Admitted Assets
$2,017,376.61
Liabilities
$1,742,862.17
Paid-u- p
Capital Stock
$100,000.00
Surplus assigned for policy dividends
70,417.85
Unassigned surplus
104,096.59
Total surplus to protect policyholders

$ 274,514.44
$2,017,376.61

Liberal Agents' Compensation Contracts
Address, O. J. DURAND,

-

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

THE CAPITOL LIFE INSURANCE
CO. OF COLORADO
THOS. F. DALY, President, Tabor Opera House Block, Denver, Colo.
STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL CONDITION ON DEC. 31, 1910.
Total admitted assets
$824,916.53
Liabilities, exclusive of capital
$582,694.67
$100,000.00
Capital stock (paid up capital)
,
142,221.86
Unassigned funds (surplus)
,
Surplus for Protection of Policy Holders

242,221.86
$824,916.53

.

A. J. THULI, Watrous, N. M., Local Agent, and
MILNOR RUDULPH, Mora, N. M., Local Agent

v

Will Furnish Full Information Regarding Our Policies

INSURANCE
Statement January 1, 1911

New York Underwriters
Established

....

Agency

1864

POLICIES SECURED BY

Assets
Capital

$24,363,634 99

.

.

Outstanding Losses

$ 2,000,000 00

.
.

Reserve for Reinsurance

.

1,464,926 59

.

13,784,741 07

Reserve for taxes not yet due

Let OUR Bank be YOUR Bank

I

For Sale.

NetSurples

.

Surplus to

s

Policy-holder-

200,000 00
.

.
.

--

6,923,967 33

$8,923,967 33

The NEW YORK UNDERWRITERS AGENCY has a notable
record of nearly half a century of honorable dealing with the Insuring
public.

EUGENE J. H. ROY, Agent
Roy, New Mexico

SCIENTIFIC TRAP FOR

FLIES

PLANT

STRAWBERRIES

Device Consists of Cylindrical-ShapeWire Body Held In Place on
d

Window Glass.

Every Farmer's Garden Should
Contain Small Patch.

BE

TO

RRIGATI0N

FEATURE

Actual Laboratory Practice Will Be
Given During Farmers' Week at
Colorado Agricultural College.

Actual laboratory practice in irri
This fly trap is based on the prin
gation work will be given as a feature
ciples that a window, by reason of
of the farmers' week program at the
the light, always attracts insects and
that flies and other insects invariably Irrigation Should Be Given Often agricultural college, this year, for the
first time, according to the Fort Lup-to- n
move upward, says the Popular MeEnough to Keep the Soil Moist
Press. This is aade possible by
doing
they
so
by
In
chanics.
led
are
METHOD OF MAKING ELLIPSE
at All Times Few Successful
the completion and equipment of the
the guides until the opening of the
Varieties Are Mentioned.
new irrigation building. This building
trap is reached, and then, as the glass
Plan 8hown In Illustration Proved to
is unique from the fact that it is the
Accord With Correct Mathemat(By PROF. O. B. LONOYEAR, Colorado only building in the United States
ical Principles.
Agricultural College.)
constructed and equipped exclusively
This is the time to set out that for Irrigation engineering.
In your . Issues of July 14 and Austrawberry patch which every farm
The development of irrigation by
gust 25 for the year 1906 two methods
er's garden should contain. Three rows pumping in this Btate promises to be
are suggested for drawing an ellipse
75 feet long ought to furnish all that of more importance in the future than
with the aid of a compass. But the
an average sized household requires any other phase of the irrigation probcompass has never produced a true eland have some left over for canning, lem. Pump work will be taken up in
lipse, and these results are merely
preserving or giving to the neighbors the irrigation laboratory and the difclose approximations.
Also, in the
who have neglected the matter.
ferent kinds of pumps, their construc
issue, there Is a method
Select as good soil as the garden tion, cost, efficiency, and operation
for constructing an ellipse py means
possesses and plow under deeply a will be demonstrated. All this work
of a network of tangents. This meth
liberal dressing of
manure. will actually be done by the farmers
by,
Mr.
od also was proved Inaccurate
Harrow down thoroughly and if very themselves, who will learn to do by
Warwick Worthlngton In the number
uneven go over the ground with some doing.
for July 31, 1909, and he In turn offers
kind of leveling implement. Run small
The construction of the different
a solution by a network of tangents
f
furrows three to three and
kinds of standard weirs, and their op
which I believe gives a perfect ellipse,
feet apart. Set the plants in the side eration, will be demonstrated in the
although the method is somewhat
of these furrows, using a , spade to same way.
cumbersome for ordinary use, writes
open the soil and the foot to press it
Each year water becomes more val
Edward M. Meyer of Washington and
against the roots. Most varieties may uable to Colorado, and Its accurate
Jefferson college, in the Scientific
Appearance of Trap on Window.
be set 15 to 18 inches apart in the measurement more important. For
American.
row, although for those that make this reasoq attention will be given to
There is, however, a simple way of forms the Inner side of the trap, tHey numerous runners,
as the Dunlap, 20 water meters and their use.
constructing an ellipse of any desired continue to crawl upward without be
inches to two feet is often close
The much vexed question of the re
dimensions solely with the aid of ing frightened away by a surface they enough.
lation of the "miner's inch" to the
straight-edg- e
upper,
are
not
No
pencil.
originality
accustomed to until the
and
will be
It is well to run a stream of water. second-foo- t
and the acre-foo- t
belongs to my method; but it Is read- or death chamber, Imprisons them.
In the trenches Just behind the plant- made plain.
ily proved to accord with correct
The trap consists of an ingenious er or as soon after planting as posThe development of Irrigation In
mathematical principles.
cylindrical shaped wire body, held In sible.
mountain regions requires economical
On a straight-edg- e
or ruler mark place on the glass of a window or
Irrigation should be given often and efficient flumes. Flume work will
oft a distance QP, equal to half the door by means of metal and rubber enough
to keep the soil moist at all be demonstrated In the laboratory
its construction and its guides are times. In a small garden plat it is with first-clas-s
equipment Pipe work
apshown in the drawing, while its
often possible to fill the trenches with will also receive its share of attenpearance on a window or door is dry Boil
a few hours after irrigation tion.
shown in the photograph. After the and thus check evaporation.
To Insure the success of all these
. Keep
trap has caught the flies it is sub- the soli well cultivated between
the Unes of work prominent manufactur
merged In boiling water and then rows
and hoe or pull all weeds in the ers of irrigation machinery are donatemptied. Placed on a window of a row.
ing equipment to supplement that regbusiness bouse in Los Angeles, it
The first runners should be allowed ularly used by the irrigation departcaught 658 flies In ten hours.
to root in the row so as to fill up be ment of the Colorado Agricultural coltween the plants. Covering the tips lege. A special corps of assistants
Method of Constructing Ellipse.
The Hand and the Brain.
with a little soil when they are fully has been employed to assist the farm-- "
The processes of reasoning by w&lcb. developed will often assist rooting. As era in the operation of this equip
desired major axis; also, from point scientific conclusions are reached
season advances the runners may ment.
P, a distance PM, equal to half the sometimes equal in Interest the con- the
be allowed to spread out more, but
desired minor axis.
clusions themselves. Not long ago a there should be some space between
Referring now to the drawing, we skull was discovered at Chapelle-aux- IN BIG DEMAND
rows preserved for running a nar DAIRY COWS
construct perpendiculars AA' and BB', Salnts, in France, which has been pro the
hoe.
row
or
cultivator
wheel
and lay the ruler down so that the nounced to be probably the oldest bodAt the end of the growing season Settlement of Irrigated Lands by
points Q and M fall exactly upon ily relic of prehistorio man yet found.
Small Farmers Increases Interest
one should have . matted rows 18
these perpendiculars.
The point
In Dairying Industry.
It has many of the characteristics of Inches wide. The following varieties
will then fall somewhere on the curve the monkey, and shows little indicalargely grown in this state for
are
of the proposed eclipse. By shifting tion of Intelligence; but careful examWith the settlement of the semi- and most of them are also de
the ruler about, in such a way that ination reveals a slight excess of size market
arid and Irrigated lands of the west by
sirable for home use:
Q and M always fall on lines AA1 and of
dairy
the left hemisphere, from which it
Bederwood, an early, very suitable small farmers the markets for
BB1, respectively, the mark on the
Is argued that the owner of the skull berry of vigorous growth.
products have grown Into attractive
A
little
ruler at P will give the position of was
prominence, says the Denver Field
and consequently a
,any number of points, which after user of tools, a conclusion which is soft for shipping.
and Farm, But the dairy cows are
variety
Jucunda,
late
a
suit
medium
ward may readily be Joined by a con- thought to be supported by the fact
sufficient to furable for moist soils. Berry large and not here In numbers
tlnuous line.
supply
for commer
implements
adequate
were
stone
an
ancient
nish
that
of good quality. The favorite variety
dairy cow?
grade
Good
needs.
found in the neighborhood.
cial
grown near Denver.
The Size of the 8ea.
$60 easily in sections where
command
Captain Jack, a vigorous, stocky
This term had reference not to the
they are scarce. If farmers will not
plant,
which produces well as a me pay
of
area
the oceans only, but to their
the price they are compelled
dium early variety.
total cubic content, which is reckoned
either to be content with old discard
Senator Dunlap, an excellent medi- ed cows or else resort to the slow
at thirty times the cubic content of all
um early variety which produces run
In
the land lying above the
process of breeding. The thousands
ners freely. The fruit is of excellent of dairy bull calves that troop to
other words, if all the land of the
quality, but does not hold its size as market every spring Include hundreds
globe were scraped off down to the
late as some. ,
level of the sea and thrown into the
ones that might furnish a
of well-brevariety of welcome acquisition to the foundation
Rldgeway, a
ocean, It would fill only
part of the enormous abyss which is
aviation vigorous habit and good productiveFrance has thirty-fiv- e
stock of our western settlers whose
ness. The fruit 1b large, but rather beef-breoccupied by the waters. According to schools.
heifers from range-breSeven-eighthLyell, the mean height of the land
of the beef consumed tender for market.
cows are not the best material for esis 1,000 feet, whereas in Great Britain is home produced.
Numerous other varieties are grown tablishing dairy herds. It is certain
above
e
forty-threColorado with more or less success, that those inclined to dairying will
in
the mean depth of the ocean is 12,000
aeroplanes
Of
exhibited
but the list is too long to give here.
feet There are mountain peaks which In Paris but thirteen were biplanes.
find favorable markets in many of our
Forty-thre- e
as the de
rise as high above
per cent of the families
For the home garden almost any of new western communities and the
pressions of the ocean sink below it, of Vienna live in a single room each. the above mentioned, If given good cost of founding suitable herds would
but the average height of the land is
On an average a man's hair turns care, should be found successful.
be greatly lowered if they breed their
slight compared with the average gray five years earlier than a woown heifers.
depth of the sea.
man's.
Planting Fruit Seeds.
Five patents upon safety razors have
LIVE 8TOCK NOTES.
Apple trees are usually grafted du
8peclal Gasoline for Aeroplanes
bean granted to English women in the ring the winter months, when both
Realizing that the safety of the last year
Corn silage is a cheaper feed than
scions and seedlings are dormant; the
e
slag
Cement made of
aviator depends upon the reliability
packed away and al corn fodder.
are
grafts
then
of his fuel and engine as much as chemically treated is a new English
lowed to callous before being planted
The average butchered trade rewith the correctness of his planes, one Invention.
following spring. Peach seeds quires lambs from 60 to 80 pounds.
out
the
There were 35,807 patients Jssued
of the foremost English oil companies
As a rule, the best time to sell the
are usually planted in fall. Apple
has introduced a specially prepared by the patent office at Washington last
planted in spring, lambs is when they are in good shape.
usually
are
seeds
gasoline for the use of aeroplane en year and 22,768 expired.
are not planted, to propa
The feed is an Important factor In
Automatic machines have been in- Grane seeds
gines. It Is called aero-napand its
Cuttings
nursery
are
gate
stock.
the sow into desirable
getting
used
epeclflc gravity and boiling-poin- t
have vented which will thoroughly clean
Instead.
8,600 fish an hour.
been oarefully determined.
last-name- d
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You are cordially invited to visit our store and see our beautiful SPRING MERCH- -

ANDISL

Our Spring Opening will last a month

FROM APRIL 20th UNTIL MAY 20th
For every Dollar's cash purchase in our Dry Goods line, in fact including every
.

line with the exception of Groceries, Feed and Hardware, will entitle you to a Ticket on

a beautiful White Sewing Machine, valued at $45.00.
prices will be reasonable on all goods.

This is a rare opportunity, and

We wish to call your attention to the following:

Our Stock of

La-

Anuncio de. Pri

dies' Dress Goods

mavera

Ginghams, Lawns, Sateens, are
the latest patterns. Silks, Satins, Victoria Lawns and Domestics cannot be excelled.

Todos son Cordialmente

Ladies' Garments
We have a very fine line of Ladies' Dress Skirts very stylish
and neatly made.

Ladies' Waists
Elegant Silk and Lawn Waists,
made in the latest Designs. Lingerie and Tailored Novelties,
which are sure to please you.
Our Kimona House Gowns are
made of very fine lawn, ánd unquestionably most desirable. We
will also have on display a beautiful line of Silk Petticoats, black
and leading shades, exquisitely
tnade These are Real Bargains.

Our Millinery

De-partme-

nt

Our Millinery has been purch
ased from one of the largest
Eastern firms. Our Street and
Dress Hats, of interesting new
' effects, at reasonable prices.

en- -

vitados de Visitar Nuestra
tienda y Ver nuestras Hermo
sas Mercancías de Primavera.
Nuestra apertura de primavera
durara un mes commensando
el dia 20 de Abril hasta el 20 de
Mayo, por cada compra de un
peso de dinero, en nuestro
Linia de Efectas secos, en
echo, incluyendo toda Linia
con la escepcion de abarrotes
forage y Ferretería, lo intitulara a usted un Ticket a una
Hermosa maquina de coser de
White, valor $45.00, esta es una
rara oportunidad, y las precios
serán rasonables en toíos los
Anticipándoles las
Efectos.
Gracias a nuestras Marchantes
por favores rendidos, y esperando nos hagan una Visita.
Quedamas, con alto Respecto,

Goodman Merc. Co.

Gents'

Furnishing
Goods

We have an elegant line of
Gents' Furnishing Goods, Hats
and Caps. Nobby styles in Gentleman's Neckwear.
Our Shoe Department is complete. We carry the Celebrated
Hamilton-Brow- n
Shoes, which
always give satisfaction.

A New Feature
Will be installed, a "BARGAIN COUNTER," which will
be a little surprise to you.

Groceries
Our. Grocery Department is
complete in Staple and Fancy

Groceries.

Specialties
Car loads of the following just
received: U. S. Flour, Old Homestead Flour; car of Grain; Seeds
of all descriptions; car of Alfalfa
and Hay, also car of Wire.
We take your orders for all
kinds of Farming Implements,
including the full La Crosse line,
and J. I. Case Engines and
Threshing Machines, at reasonable prices.

Yourself and friends are cordially invited to attend our SPRING OPENING, and

make our store your headquarters while in town.
Thanking you for past favors, we remain,
Respectfully,

G oodman M ercaiitile Co
ROY, NEW MEXICO
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NEW MEXICO NEWS

MEXICO ITEMS.

Minor Occurences of More Than Ordi-

nary Interest.

Gathered From

AFTER

The last case of smallpox In Santa
Fe has been stamped out.
All
The Aztec baseball team will shine
forth in new suits this year.
The United States army has opwed
New Sohool for Gallup.
Gallup. A parochial school for Cath a recruiting station at Silver City.
olic children will be constructed at
The most terrific sandstorm in the
Gallup hy the Franciscans.
history of Vaughn raged there recently.
Scottish Rite Masons Meet.
No material damage has been dono
Santa Fe. The Scottish Rite Ma tne rruit crop over the territory so I Was Cured by Lydia
PiniV
sons of the orient of New Mexico held far.
Compound
Vegetable
ham's
their sixth reunion here and degrees
The grand jury In the District Court
up to and Including the thirty-secon"Waurika, Okla. 1 had female trou- Carlsbad has returned seven Indict
at
were conferred with great ceremony ments.
bles for seven years, was all run down.
The Magistrate You say you didn't and solemnity.
ana so nervous 1
Jacob RIedllnger, one of the very
know the pistol was loaded, yet the
could not do anything. The doctors
earliest pioneer residents of Silver
dealer who sold It to you says you did
Big Ranch Deal at Folsom.
treated me for difCity,
is dead.
not pay for It
Kansas City. Another big cat
ferent things but
Prisoner What's that got to do with tle pasture is to be cut up into farms.
The tipple, tramway and screening
did ma no good. I
it?
The "Cross-ell- "
got so bad that I
ranch of C0.0OO acres, house at the Crist mine at Monero
you
Magistrate
The
Well, If
didn't near Folsom has been sold to a St. burned recently.
could not Bleep day
pay for It, then the dealer must have Paul syndicate. The price is said to
or night. While in
The Unlter States Court at Las
charged It for you.
this condition I read
be nearly a million dollars. The new Cruces has adjourned until the fourth
of Lydia E. Pink,
owners will sell the land In small Saturday in May.
ham's Vegetable
"ECZEMA ITCHED SO I
areas.
The Santa Fe will build a depot at
Compound, and
began its use and
COULDN'T STAND IT."
Girard, to take the place of the one
Guns and Razors Stolen.
wrote to Mrs. Pinkham for advice. In
destroyed by fire.
a short time I had gained my average
Insurrecto
Silver City. Mexican
"I suffered with eczema on my neck
More building Is now going on in weight
and am now strong and well."
to
the
be
believed
sympathizers
are
by
beginning
six
months,
for about
Roswell than ever before In the his
Mrs.
Stevests, E. F. D., Mo.
Sailie
H.
W.
who
broke into a store of
little pimples breaking out. I kept men
tory of the town.
8, Box 81, Waurika, Okla.
scratching till the blood came. It Stilwell at Silver City, by sawing a
Another Grateful Woman.
At Springer, for the first time in
kept getting worse, I couldn't sleep hole through the floor and escaped many years, the entire Republican
Huntington, Mass." I was in a neiu
nights any more. It kept; itching for with two rifles, several revolvers,
rous, run down condition and for three
ticket was elected.
years could find no help.
about a month, then I went to a doc knives and razors and 1,140 rounds of
farming"
The Rock Island's "better
tor and got some liquid to take. It cartridges. Several gold watches were
"I owe my present good health to
special train will visit eastern New Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- seemed as if I was going to get bet- also stolen.
Purifier which 1
Mexico on Its tour.
ter. The itching stopped for about
Sound and Blood
my life.
Looked
county
For.
Statehood
District Court for Lincoln
three days, but when it started again
"My doctor knows what helped me
Albuquerque. That the Democrats will convene In the public school house and does not say one word against it."
was even worse than before. The ec
at
statehood
New
badly
at
Carrizozo on May 1.
Mexico regard
I couldn't stand of
Eema Itched so
Mrs. Mari Janettk Bates, Box
It any more. I went to a doctor and the extra session of Congress as likely
In broad .daylight a thief entered 134, üuntington, Mass.
Because your case is a difficult one.
he gave me Bome medicine, but it Is evidenced by the fact that the exe the yard of John Shank at Las Vegas
doctors having done you no good, do
didn't do any good. We have been cutive committee of the New Mexico and stole a wagonload of lumber.
not continue to suffer without giving
having Cutlcura Remedies in the central committee of the party held an
R. B. Wood, an unique character and jjjaia ju. nncnanvs yegetaDie comImportant meeting here to discuss or old time miner, died In the Tesuque pound a trial
house, so I decided to try them.
It surely has cured
had been using Cuticura Soap, so I ganization for the campaign for the valley, six miles north of Santa Fe.
many cases of female ills, such as ingot me a box of Cuticura Ointment, election of the first state ticket.
ulceration, displacements,
Dexter, the only wet town In the Pe flammation,
fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic
and washed off the affected part with
cos
valley, between Clovis and Carls
Taos-Sant- a
backache, that bearing-dow- n
Cruz Road.
Cuticura Soap three times a day, and
bad, went dry in Its election recently. Jiains, and nervous prostration.
then put the Cuticura Ointment on,
Santa Cruz. It is also understood
Portales, after raising the money
The first day I put it on, it relieved that the road from Santa Cruz to
me of itching so I could sleep all that Taos will be undertaken this sum- to erect a central pumping plant, has
night. It took about a week, then I mer, providing Taos county makes th3 put up $10,000 to secure a new railroad
could see the scab come off. I kept customary contribution.
It will con- line.
Cruz
the treatment up for three weeks, and nect with the Santa
The Japanese baseball team of the
Prompt
Cve
my eczema was cured.
road at Santa Cruz and thus complete Pacific coast will be In Albuquerque
"My brother got his face burned a Bplendid highway Into the Toal val-- , on May 14 to play a game with the CARTER'S LITTLE
with gunpTJWder, and he used Cuti- ley, which will be of immense import- Grays.
LIVER PU
fP"
cura Soap and Ointment The peo ance commercially as well as from
Efforts are being made at Hillsboro
atU ct tu
ple all thought he would have scars, the tourist standpoint.
to organize a commercial organization
bul maür
but you can't see that he ever had
Ú fiver.
AVATXVL
to advance .the Interests of Sierra
his face burned. It was simply awful
Fatal Santa Fe Wreck.
Stop afta
county.
to look at before the Cuticura Rem
Albuquerque
Fireman Robertson
The postoffice at Buxton, Quay duuM
dkrea
edles (Soap and Ointment) cured It" and Brakeman Pete Wilson were
county,
was broken Into and robbed em indi-(Signed) Miss Elizabeth Gehrki, For killed and Engineer Clarke was fatally
recently. The thieves took both money
bnehiea
cation Inpnm tb conplajea
rest City, Ark., Oct. 16, 1910.
injured when a Santa Fe helper en- and stamps.
(eyas. &B Mi, Wl Dm, Wlfrke,
Although Cuticura Soap and Oint gine jumped the track, eight miles
Signatura
The recent spring showers which
Genuine
ment are sold by druggists and deal' west of Needles, Cal.
Clarke was
ers everywhere, a liberal sample of pinned beneath the wreckage and Wil- have brought out the grass, the blooms
booklet on the care son jumped and fell on his head, frac- and the leaves have been quite general
each, with
and treatment of skin and hair, will be turing the skull, while Robertson was In New Mexico.
sent, postfree, on application to Potter probably killed Instantly.
The commission appointed by ConD. & C. Corp., Dept X, Boston.
gress to mark the boundary line bei The conüdence felt by Unneri and
Iprdenert In Ferryi Seta
tween Texas and New Mexico have
"Bronco Bill" Escapes Prison.
Open-Ai- r
Increasing.
Schools
would tuve beta impossible to lea i
commenced work.
alias
Walters,
William
Santa
Fe.
any seeds two core ol jean
Since January 1, 1907, sixty-fivItgo, We hve nudes
To Increase the water supply at
open-ai- r
schools for children afflicted "Bronco Bill," who had served eleven
I science of seed .
with or predisposed to tuberculosis years of a life sentence in the terri- Fort Bayard three new pumps are to
Icrowlntv
torial penitentiary for murder and be installed, two to run by steam and
have been established In twenty-eigh- t
cities, according to an announcement train robbery, escaped from prison one by electricity.
recently by climbing the wall, letting
made by the National Association for
Governor Mills haa accepted the in
down on the other side to
himself
the Study and Prevention of Tubercu
vitation to deliver the commencement
twenty
ground
and
within
feet
of
the
always do
school In the
losls. The first open-ai- r
r whit you
who address at the School of Mines at
dropping.
Kinch
Mullens,
then
United States was established on Jan attempted
For sale
to escape with Walters, fell Socorro on May 18.
uary 1, 1907, by the board of educa
everywhere. rautriUUSZU
from the wall and was probably fatal
many
years
Len Scott, for
a resident
liCU'll Free on request
tion of Providence, R..I., at the In ly injured.
of Carlsbad, was killed in a pistol
D. M. FURY A C0M6rtrH. MMk I
stance of Dr. Ellen A. Stone. The
duel recently in New Town ou the outnext school was established in May
skirts of Morenci, Arizona.
1,576,064 Acres Withdrawn.
of the same year at Pittsburg, and
Washington. New Mexico land ag
A
child playing with
the third at Boston in July, 1908. Ac
cording to the reports received by the gregating 1,576,0G4 acres have been matches at Roswell, started a blaze
National Association, the result of the withdrawn from all forms of disposi- which destroyed the residence of N.
class-woropen-ai- r
has been to re tion by President Taft on the recom Maddox. The loss is $2,500.
store most of the children to normal mendation of Secretary of the Interior
The stables, corrals, stock yard, beOne of these Fisher, pending a field examination
health and efficiency.
sides several small buildings and
open-ai- r
schools or classes should be and clasificatlon as to their coal val sheds
and thirty ricks oC hay were
established for each 25,000 popula ue. Facts already gathered by the geo- consumed by fire at Questa.
H '5f.t. ill' ';r"U-l- v
logical survey Indicate that these
tion, especially In cities.
A check of $1,000 has been received
lands cvontain valuable coal deposits,
They are In northwestern New Mex from the Santa Fe Railway Company
What We Are Coming To.
Jack I thought your landlord Ico, just south of the Colorado line, to aid in the work of stream measuredidn't allow children.
and In close proximity to the coal ment in the territory, and another of
MAKCS
Henry 'Sh! We call It Fldo.IIar lands underlying
the Fort Lewla $150 from the Farmers' Development
SORC CVCS
Company.
pers Bazar.
school reservation in Colorado.
WCU.
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Mrs. J. M. Alldredge returned

Ernest G. Parkes, of near Mills
was a business visitor in town

P

lory

Granville Kitchell has com
menced the work of repairing
and remodeling the Floersheim
house on the north side. When
completed it will make one of the
nicest homes in Roy.

to her home in Springer, Sunday, after a short visit here with
her son, L. E. Alldredge, nn,
family."
Mrs. Alldredge has
spent the winter visiting her old
home in Illinois, but savs she is
Henry J: Little, of twelve
glad to get back to New Mexico.
mues
east or town, gave tins or- Little Eugenia Alldredge accomhce a pleasant call the first of the
panied her home.
week, and renewed his subscrip- Rev. C. E. Hunt tilled his reg- tion to the
ular appointment at the school
J. R. Gailey left Wednesday
house Sunday morning and even
ing. Rev. Hunt is one of the on the northbound train tor
Colorado
Pueblo,
busiest men in the country. Be Trinidad,
and
Springs,
Denver
other
points
sides preaching for his three
in Colorado.
churches, at Roy, Solano snd Tu
cumcari, he is farming a good
Mrs. H. W. Farmer, Miss
320 acre homestead east of town,
Edith Hern and Miss Freida
Spanish-America-

n.

H. B. Jones of the Tucumcari
First National Bank, was in town
Thursday. Mr. Parkes has pur this week on a visit to the local
chased an interest in the Elmer bank. He reports that business-iEvans steam well drill, and the
the Roy bank is steadily indrilling machine will be run by creasing and generally id very
Miller and Parkes.
satisfactory.

Telephone poles for the Roy
Telephone Co. were being hauled
all last week between Solano and
Mosquero, and the work of set
ting them and stringing wire will
commence next Monday.

E. J. H. Roy, Geo. Ray, Bar
ney Tyler, J. Floersneim and C.
Brown went to Mora on Monday
in the automobile. All were sub
poenaed as witnesses in various
cases.

Hoy S. Wood of Kansas Valley,
Jose Ramon Lujan, of Sanche?,
was in town a few hours Wednes is reported seriously ill and his
day. Roy says he has not the recovery is very doubtful. Mr.
time to stay in town long at Lujan is an
iu this coun
a time, as it keeps him busy try and is a
cattle and
old-time-

r

well-to-d-

looking after his chickens.

o

sheep raiser.

J. Seidel of near Roy, was a IrvinOgden, Sr. brought his
pieasant caller at this office Sat-- traction engine down from French
ur(kv flnd oraered the Spanish- on Thursday. Mr.' Ogden will
jr.

-

-

American sent to his father at send it to the factory for some
Seiling, Okla., for one year.
needed repairs and overhauling.

Mr. and Mrs. Gottlub of Trini
Joe Wertheim, traveling sales
dad, visited Hoy this week for man for the Peters Shoe Co., was
several days and were the guests in town
this week visiting the
of Mr. and Mrs. Hermann Good local trade.
man. They returned nome Fri
day.
The genial salesman for the
Sherman-Cosne- r
Mercantile Co.
Leach of La Cinta Canyon, were
A. Germann and son are in
J.
was in town this week gathering
Carlos Briseno and family left visitiug rtlatives and friends
town calling on the local trade.
for his house.
Wednesday on the southbound
orders
here the first of the week.
They are in the manufacturing
with
visit
month's
train, after a
business. Their line is cloaks
C. E. Anderson of east of town,
Mrs. Briseno's parents, Mr. and
F. S. Brown and L. E. All and suits.
who
has been sick for the past
Mrs. Andres Abel, of near La dredge were down to Mills Ranch
three weeks with neuralgia of the
Cinta. Mr. Briseno is manager the first of the week. They pur
G. S. Duncan and wife and
of a show troupe, and this is chased several head of fine Jersey Miss Deva Duncan of Newberry, heart is reported as being no bet
ter.
their first visit here for three milch cows, and some horses.
Ind., arrived last week, and are
years.
looking over the country with a
Ray Leach left Wednesday for
The town is almost deserted view of locating.
Denvtr,
111.,
V.
after a short visit with
Lindell of Rockford,
A.
this week. It seems that quite
John A. Pipkin is assisting in his mother, brothers and sisters,
writes us that he will visit New a nrmber of our people had some
Mexico again soon. Mr. Lindell business at the county seat of the Model Grocery and Meat west of town.
Market this week, in i.he. absence
was here the first of the month Mora.
M. L. Kuhn, traveling man for
of G. W. Hewlett, who is attend
and filed on a homestead near
you
Mora.
some
one
have
When
ing
visit
Colorado Bedding Co., Puat
Court
the
here. In some way his filing was
you
away
eblo, Colo., was in town this week
have been
rejected, and he will return to ing you, or
flour from the Floer getting orders.
your
Buy
in
tell
drop
and
somewhere,
us.
adjust the matter.
We appreciate any news of inter sheim Mercantile Co. They have
est.
the best, and at the same time an
Mrs. N. G. McMinimy of
A letter was received from Dr.
in the way Frankfort, Kas., mother of Mrs.
inducement
attractive
Frank Self, of Rocky Comfort, Joe and A. E. Walkowiak left
of coupons for purchasers of Frank Roy, arrived in Roy
Mo., informinir us he would be
'
for Chicago after their visit at Pratt's Best Flour.
Thursday for an extended visit.
back to Hov in about a week. Dr Frank's. Both claim they had a
Self was here a month ago and
Daniel Laumbach, of the Mon- very pleasant vacation while here,
John A. Kranniwitter stopped
was so well pleased with the
toya Pocket was a business visitor
over
here between trams, Mon
country that tie has decided to lo
W. F. Kennedy came in from to our city Thursday.
day. He was enroute to
cate with us.
Independence, Kansas, last week,
with the
property
your
Insure
where he has been sojourning for
oy Real Estate & Abstract Com
Miss Bessie Wood left Wed some months past.
The farmers are rejoicing over
pany. Unly reliable companies
nesday for her home" in Strong
represented.
additional moisture we had.
the
Wood
was
Miss
City, Kansas.
Alex Carlson left Wednesday
Wheat
is coming up splendid.
very popular in Roy society, and for a visit to his old home in
Make your n'lngs, make your
will be ereatly missed by the Rockford, 111. He expects to be proofs, initiate your contests, with
Mrs. Alice M. Durham is visit-iDyoung people.
gone about
the Hoy Heal Estate & Abstract
her daughter, Mrs. P. J.
Company.
B.
N
Pickering
Roy,
F.
A.
of Springer, this week,
L.
Justice,
C.
Camelio Gallegos of near De
or
re
aayice
need
When
in
A.
Patton. John Schneider, W.
Haven, was in town Tuesday and
Mrs. D. Ella Romine moved
Brumage and M. Trobough en Wednesnay after a load of ranch garding land matters, call at the
Roy Real Estate & Abstract Com out to her homestead in Kansas
ioved a duck hunting trip to the supplies.
pany office. They'll tell you.
Valley, Monday.
Chicosa Lake Sunday. They re
port good success.
During the "Spring Opening"
Ed and Miss Margarat Mahoney
John Fessler of Mills, transof the Goodman Merc. Co. there
left this week for Le Roy, Minn., acted
Gailey
R.
and
J.
business in the city MonCraig Ferrel
will be an extra force of clerks,
long visit with brother
a
after
day.
are building houses and doing always willing and ready to serve Jack.
other necessary improvements on you.
W. M.' Patterson of Mills, was
Jose B. Andrada of La Cinta
their claims near Mills. G. G
Canyon, was hers on land busi- in Roy last Saturnay, and made
For good meals and
Leach and Olen Leach are assist
this office a pleasant call.
service, go to the Oriental Hotel. ness Monday.
ing in the work.
g

two-month-

.

te

